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titled “Association of Journalists - Where there are
journalists, there is light.”
About the Association of Journalists
The Association of Journalists was founded on
10 January 1946 by journalists Mekki Sait Esen, Niyazi Acun, Aka Gündüz, Bilal Akba, Adil Akba,
Sebahattin Sönmez and Muvaffak Menemencioğlu.
The founding purpose of the association was to unite
journalists in different press organs under one roof,
improve professional and social rights, and to safeguard the rights and freedoms of journalism which
are imperative to the profession.
Founding chairman Mekki Sait Esen headed the
Association of Journalists between 1946 and 1956,
he was succeeded by former senator Ecvet Güresin
between 1956-1957.
Gazanfer Kurt, founder and owner of Kudret
Newspaper, headed the association until 1959, then
Atilla Bartınlıoğlu took over until 1960. Former CHP
member of parliament Altan Öymen was chairman
of the association between 1960 and 1961, he was
later succeeded by İbrahim Cüceoğlu in 1961. Metin
Toker became chairman of the Association of Journalists in 1962, after having served a 7 month and 53day prison sentence in 1957.
Founding owner of Ekspress Newspaper Doğan
Kasaroğlu took over as chairman in 1963 until 1968,
he was later appointed as general manager of TRT.
Beyhan Cenkçi, who worked in positions such
as managing editor, writer, editor-in-chief and executive editor for Yenigün, Ulus, Ankara Telgraf, Ankara Ekspres and Dünya newspapers, was also chairman of the Turkish Journalists Union for five years.
Cenkçi, who received a one-and-a-half-year prison
sentence along with some of his colleagues, was
elected as chairman of the Association of Journalists
in 1969. He continued to serve as chairman of the
Association of Journalists until 1992. Cenkçi also
served as senator in the Senate of the Republic during his 24 years as president of the Association of
Journalists.
Nazmi Bilgin, who started his professional career in 1971 in Son Havadis Newspaper, worked as
editor-in-chief and owner of Güneş newspaper. He
later served as news director at Dünya Newspaper.
Bilgin also worked as the parliament and presidency
correspondent for Tercüman newspaper. After having taken part in the founding of TRT-2, he worked
as “senior correspondent” and “general manager
consultant” in TRT for five years. Bilgin served as
vice chairman and secretary general for 14 years for
the Association of Journalists and was elected as
chairman unanimously in 1992.
Bilgin, who founded the Federation of Journalists in Turkey in 1996, served as its chairman until
2009. He is now the honorary chairman of the Confederation of Turkish Journalists Associations.
Bilgin served as the Ankara correspondent for
BRT television, where he produced and presented
“Zirve”; he also produced and presented “Politika
Kulvarı” which aired on TRT-1. Bilgin, who also
served as a member and supervisor in the Turkish
National Commission of UNESCO, continues to
serve as a member of the board of directors for the
Press Advertisement Agency, and he is a member of
the board of trustees, board of directors of the Turkish Armed Forces “Elele Foundation.”
The Association of Journalists is as old as Turkey’s transition to a multi-party system, or in other
words its transition to a pluralist democracy. The association started its journey with only a handful of
journalists, today it has more than 2000 members. It
has financial independence and has become one of
Turkey’s oldest, largest and most respected professional and non-governmental organizations.
Since its beginning in 1946, the Association of
Journalists has relentlessly stood by its country, and
has vigilantly defended the republic, its pluralist democracy, the freedom of expression and freedom of
the press. The Association of Journalists has taken its

rightful place among the respected professional organizations of our country thanks to the reassurance
it has provided over the years.

Press Card Commission,
Public Advertisements Agency
The Press Card, which is obtained by being employed in the field of journalism for a particular
amount of time, is among the things that a journalist
cannot do without.
After careful assessment, the commission
grants Press Cards to journalists who have worked a
certain amount of time strictly in the field of journalism while observing the principles of professional integrity and adhering to the ethics and standards of
journalism. The commission is represented by the
Chairman of the Association of Journalists,
Nazmi Bilgin, in the Public Advertisements Agency.
After 18 years of continuous membership in the administrative board of the Public Advertisements
Agency, our association continues to be a member of
the General Board.

Turkish Federation of Journalists,
Confederation of Turkish Journalists
The Association of Journalists was able to
unite 75 different journalists’ associations in Turkey
through its hard work. The Association of Journalists, with its moral and material support, was instrumental in establishing the Turkish Federation of
Journalists. Nazmi Bilgin have served 12 years consecutively as head of the Federation. Our association
is also a member of the Confederation of Journalists
of Turkey.

Turkish Armed Forces “Elele” Foundation
The Association of Journalists carried out one
of the most comprehensive and meaningful social
awareness campaigns “Haydi Türkiye, Mehmetçikle
Elele” (Come on Turkey, Join Hands with our soldiers) with the incredible awareness and trust of our
nation, and have raised 65 million dollars for the
“Mehmetçik Foundation” in 1995. The “Turkish
Armed Forces Elele Foundation”, which was headed
by General İsmail Hakkı Karadayı, showed its appreciation by inviting our association to join its ranks
as the only civilian institution. The foundation, in
which we were represented by Nazmi Bilgin, established “the TAF Rehabilitation and Care Centre” for
our veterans. The centre was put into service in 1999,
it is considered a “Monument of Gratitude” to the
martyrs and veterans of the Turkish nation.

©
The Association of Journalists Press for
Freedom Working Group, aims to reach policymakers through an independent platform comprised
of civil society representatives and people working
in the media sector; to create awareness by exposing
violations of the freedom of expression and freedom
of the press and its current legal status; and to improve the capacity of civil society representatives
and people working in the media through workshops
and conferences.
The Association of Journalists’ Press for
Freedom has been regularly publishing reports on
violations of the freedom of expression and freedom
of the press since March 2014.
The Association of Journalists takes full responsibility for the reports prepared by using opensources, media research, applications and reports
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made to the project’s office; this content can be reproduced in part or in full by giving reference and it
can be used in scientific publications.

Metin Akpınar and Müjdat Gezen await to testify in court where they were escorted by the police. Photo: Barış Yarkadaş
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Introduction
Association of Journalists through its Press for Freedom (PfF) program has continued its work on
documenting freedom of expression and freedom of the press violations with its “Status 2018” report. The
PfF reports began in March 2014 with the support of the EU Sivil Düşün Program, and after EU support
ended in 2016, it continued as a joint project with the British Embassy for 5 months, later to be maintained
by the Association of Journalists through its own funds. The Association of Journalists’ reports are a clear
demonstration of its dedication to Turkey, the profession of journalism and the people of Turkey. Our
goal is a democratic, free, secular and developed Turkey.
The situation in Turkey when we first published our report in April 2014 was considerably different
than the situation following the coup attempt on 15 July 2016 and the subsequent two-year state of emergency, and of course the transition to the “Presidential System” on 24 June 2018. Restructuring of the
state following the Presidential Elections formed new circumstances in the country, with the tension between Turkey, USA and the West – in relation to “FETÖ” – leading to serious financial and economic
consequences. This reflected on the freedom of expression and freedom of the press, causing many serious
problems.

Situation of the Media
The coup attempt on 15 July 2016 was unsuccessful, but the subsequent events brought with it
significant issues concerning the freedom of expression and freedom of the press. After Doğan Media
Group changed hands in March, the prevailing idea was that “mainstream media has become history”;
and apart from a few oppositional low circulating newspapers and TV channels, the country’s media was
severely restricted, either directly or indirectly in accordance with the political will, and outlets of criticism were critically limited.1
It was observed that afCensorship Cases
ter Doğan Media Group was
sold to Demirören Media
3366
3500
Group, many journalists were
3000
made redundant or were forced
to leave their jobs. Another im2500
portant development was the
2000
ceasing of Habertürk newspa1500
per’s publication, resulting in
940
more than 400 media employ1000
ees losing their jobs. Binali
464
500
93
Yıldırım, Prime Minister of the
72
0
time, had made offhanded
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
comments about the closure of
Habertürk: “I’m not sure
whether it was just the newspaper that was shut down or the television channel as well” which summarized
the situation of the mainstream media.
While 2014 was observed to have the highest rate of unemployment in the field of journalism with
29.2% unemployment, 2018 also appears to be troublesome. 2 Prominent figures of journalism were
gravely affected by the “persuasion to resign”3 and the “cancellation of their contracts”.4,5 These developments give reason to believe that the Turkish media will increasingly become more and more unilateral.

1 Media Ownership Monitor Turkey, https://turkey.mom-rsf.org/en/findings/shutdown-media/
2 http://www.aljazeera.com.tr/haber/7-bin-gazeteci-issiz
3 http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/yazarlar/taha-akyol/veda-yazisi-40955727
4 http://t24.com.tr/haber/dogus-yayin-grubunda-15-kisinin-isine-son-verildi,665068
5 http://www.internethaber.com/kanal-dde-deprem-o-ismin-isine-son-verildi-devami-gelecek-foto-galerisi-1876459.htm
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Another hidden factor that prevents journalists from finding employment is the cartelization of
media institutions. These cartels refuse to hire journalists that were made redundant by other media companies resulting in the formation of a “gentleman’s agreement” among themselves and proving the old
journalistic saying – “once unemployed, always unemployed”. This unofficial and invisible agreement
has prevented journalists from finding employment, subjecting them to the risk of losing their press cards
and forcing them to seek employment in other non-journalistic sectors.

Cumulative Access Restrictions
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These journalists are not simply unemployed – they face serious financial issues and suffer from
health problems. A number of unemployed journalists have gone through divorce and had to move back
in with their parents. Some of our colleagues have used smartphones to attempt to find new forms of
income through social media.
The situation of media institutions outside of mainstream media does not seem to be very different.
Two prominent theatre actors were subjected to a public lynching campaign after having made certain
statements on a TV channel that is known to be close to the opposition party CHP. President Erdoğan
responded to their statements by saying “They will pay the price”. Subsequently, RTÜK (Radio and Television Supreme Council) banned this TV channel from broadcasting for 8 weeks, and again another TV
channel that was berated by President Erdoğan in a public speech was punished by being banned from
broadcasting its evening news, and was subjected to hefty fines. All of this has caused a lot of concern for
the situation following up to the local elections of 2019. Media institutions deemed as being the “opposition” by the government have also been gravely affected by the developments in the economy, and in
addition they have faced harsh penalties that have been political in nature. As a result, journalists working
for these institutions do not feel safe.
The current increase in censorship and self-censorship lies in the intricate relationship between
media and politics, and the structure of media ownership and de-unionization in the media sector. It is not
possible to say that reports and publications on this subject prepared by the Association of Journalists and
other related professional organizations have had any success in making a difference.
The hostility against journalists from politicians and employers, long prison sentences and fines,
not being able to find employment since the 2016 coup attempt, have resulted in 4000 journalists losing
their jobs making it impossible for them to work freely and ethically. Only in 2018, three newspapers –
Anka News Agency, Habertürk and Vatan – were shut down, and 700 journalists were left unemployed.
Due to the intimidating atmosphere, journalists are concerned about their job security and future. This has
resulted in preventing journalists from producing news freely, and has normalized self-censorship.
According to the data gathered from open sources by the Association of Journalists PfF Program,
in 2014 there were 93 cases of censorship, with the number jumping up to 940 in 2015, and hitting a
record number of 3366 in 2016. Censorship dropped to an all point low in 2017 with 72 cases, and by the
end of 2018 these cases increased to 464. After 2016 it became impossible to access unofficial internet
censorship data, but according to official numbers in 2017 there were a total of 158.683 websites that had
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been blocked. In 2018, an additional 42.406 websites were blocked, and the cumulative number of blocked
websites reached 168.933. According to the Ministry of Interior’s data: between 1 January and 31 De-
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cember 2018, 18.376 people were subjected to legal action, having been accused of cybercrimes.6
In terms of online news broadcasting, Sendika.org’s web portal was blocked for the 62nd time by
BTK (Information and Communication Technologies Authority). The first time it was blocked was in
July 2015.
According to wearesocial.com, which is considered to be a world authority in electronic communication research, Turkey is among the highest users of electronic communication with an access rate of
67 percent.7 Turkey’s population is 84 million, and more than 54 million of its population use the internet;
in other words, almost the entire adult population uses the internet. Around 51 million people use Facebook, Messenger and WhatsApp, and around 33 million Turkish people use Instagram.8 With 51 million
active social media users, and an average of 2 hours and 48 minutes of time being spent each day on the
social media, Turkey scores high in world rankings.
“The Right to Internet Access” considered within the framework of the right to access information,
is a fundamental human right; this right is assured by the provisions of the European Convention of Human Rights9 by the Council of Europe, of which Turkey is a charter member; and also by the European
Court of Human Rights10, by which Turkey has been condemned previously. In this context, restrictions
on internet access is quite evidently censorship of the public’s right to access information.
When we observe legal procedures regarding the freedom of expression and freedom of the press,
we see that there is a steep increase in procedural acts and punitive decision making. After the state of
emergency was declared on 20 July 2016, 516 journalists were arrested and faced prosecution. Only in
2018, 105 journalists appeared in court. More than 80% of the cases that were finalized either resulted in
a prison sentence or in subjection to fines. The majority of these cases took place on the charges of “Insulting the President”, and in 2018, 53 journalists were found to be guilty of this crime. These verdicts
have strengthened the tendency of judicial powers to view all kinds of criticism as defamation. A student
in the faculty of communications was faced with a judicial control decision after having written an article
called “Journalism is not a crime”, which itself is evidence enough of the gravity of the situation.11
The number of imprisoned journalists dropped to 32 in 2015, but increased to 158 in 2016, and was
registered to be at 154 in 2017. When we observe data from the last six months, we can see that there
were 176 imprisoned journalists in July, 174 in August, 163 in September, 165 in October, 159 in November and by the end of December 55 journalists were convicted and 95 remained detained. With more
6 https://www.icisleri.gov.tr/1-ocak-31-aralik-2018-yili-icerisinde-yurutulen-operasyonlar
7 https://digitalreport.wearesocial.com/
8 https://www.slideshare.net/wearesocial/digital-in-2018-in-western-asia-part-1-northwest-86865983
9 https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_TUR.pdf
10 https://wilmap.law.stanford.edu/entries/european-court-human-rights-echr-final-judgement-yildirim-v-turkey-311110
11https://tr.euronews.com/2018/12/10/erdogan-a-hakaretten-tutuklanan-berivan-bilan-davasi-tutukluluk-cezalandirma-amacli
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than 150 journalists imprisoned, and many international reports having branded Turkey as “not free” in
terms of the freedom of expression and freedom of the press, it is quite evident that the situation is still
continuing. It is also worth noting that according to different reports at least 147 journalists are “abroad”
or are “fugitives”.
Together with these, negative developments due to economic volatility at the end of the year can
be observed as well. The increase in exchange rates caused the prices of paper to increase. Aydınlık stated
that they wouldn’t be able to publish their paper for three days in August, while Cumhuriyet, Posta, Birgün
and Dünya opted to increase the prices of their daily newspapers. Sözcü on the other hand stopped publishing its weekend supplements and increased it price, too. Yeni Bakış, Ege Telgraf, Dokuz Eylül, Haber
Ekspres, İlkses, Ticaret and Yenigün stopped publishing on Sundays. The weekly satirical magazine
LeMan stated that they were only able to publish their last issue in August as a pocket edition. Uykusuz
had to increase its price, too. As mentioned by the Association of Journalists, Turkish Journalists’ Union,
academicians in the field of communication and other professional organizations, the privatization of
SEKA (Turkish Cellulose and Paper Factories Inc.) has caused an inevitable foreign-source dependency
on the most essential material of journalism – paper.12 The Turkish Lira’s loss in value not only increased
paper costs, but it added a significant financial burden on all printed media, threatening freedom of the
press.13

Legal Acts
“Direct democracy”, where people personally exercise their sovereignty, has been replaced by “representative democracy”. The public administering itself through “direct democracy” would be ideally
impossible in today’s world. In representative democracies, people choose representatives to exercise
sovereignty on their behalf. People cannot choose their representatives “consciously and knowledgeably”
without freedom of expression and freedom of the press, thus modern democracies view these freedoms
as being of vital importance and protect them both nationally and internationally.14,15,16
Freedom of the press, freedom of conscience and freedom of expression are fundamental rights in
all democracies – just as they are in Turkey – that ensure that the public can make a decision and vote
consciously. Yet Turkey has limited these freedoms more so than any other member of the Council of
Europe, and this has caused considerable tension in its relations with the West. The gravity of the situation
echoes through the Council of Europe’s decision to monitor Turkey once again, years later as it did after
the military coup of 1980. Likewise, when we examine the 20.000 decisions made by the ECHR between
1959-2017, around 16%
are comprised of lawDetained and Convicted Journalists
180
suits against Turkey,
(Last half of 2018)
175
which makes Turkey,
170
out of all members of the
Council of Europe, the
165
176
174
country that has received
160
the most rulings against
165
163
155
it. This fact testifies to
the seriousness of the sit159
150
uation.17
145
Article 90 of the
150
140
Republic of Turkey’s
Constitution states that
135
July
Aug.
whenever domestic law
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
conflicts with international law, the rulings of
international law must be applied. According to this, it is imperative that Turkey configures its counterterrorism regulations, laws and memorandums to ensure they increase freedom. However, despite international and constitutional safeguarding, freedom of expression and freedom of the press continue to be
12 https://www.24saatgazetesi.com/bilgin-yerli-kagit-sanayii-tekrar-tesis-edilmeli/
13 https://www.habergunce.com/haber/TGS39den-hukumete-cagri-Bagimsiz-gazetecilik-icin-kagit-destegi-saglanmali-587856.html
14 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/legislative-train/theme-area-of-justice-and-fundamental-rights/file-media-freedom-and-pluralism
15 https://ecpmf.eu/ecpmf/charter
16 https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_TUR.pdf
17 https://www.englishpen.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Turkey_Freedom_of_Expression_in_Jeopardy_TUR.pdf
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limited through administrative and judicial decision making.
The state of emergency was repealed, yet, due to the implementation of “Law No: 7145 Amendments to Certain Laws and Decree Laws”, provisions that extended the state of emergency for three years
were put into practice. Therefore, for three years;
- Governors have been granted the right to prohibit individuals from travelling to certain places for
fifteen days, together with stopping anyone from conducting meetings. This enables governors to stop
people from assembling, conducting marches and entering certain areas, all within provincial borders.
Thus Article 34 of the Constitution has been put on hold for three years. The decree that prohibits people
from assembling, or having demonstrations that might interfere with everyday life has been left purely to
the discretion of administrative forces, or in other words to the discretion of the party in power. The
statement “that which might interfere with everyday life” is open to interpretation, and thus grants administrative positions unlimited power over prohibiting any kind of demonstration or public meeting.
- Commanding officers have been given the right to search the bodies of individuals in military
zones.
- The National Intelligence Organization (MIT) has been removed from the scope of “Law No:
4982 On the Right to Access Information, 9 October 2003” making it impossible to legally access information about MIT.
- As in the case of the State of Emergency, suspects of crimes related to State security, Constitutional Order, National Defense and Anti-Terrorism Law can be detained for 48 hours, and in the case of
collective crimes – 4 days. The custody of suspects can be extended for a maximum of two times.
- Suspects in prison will continue to be questioned by armed forces with the written permission of
a public prosecutor.
- Armed forces have been given the right to perform forensic searches in military zones through
the written permission of a Public Prosecutor without necessitating adjudication when the situation is
deemed to warrant urgency.
- Objections to detention and eviction appeals will continue to be concluded without court hearings,
but through court files.
- Another important matter is the amendment made to Article 134 of CMK (Code of Criminal
Procedure) searching and copying a suspect’s computer programs and logs are left to the public prosecutor’s decision. In the original regulation, a judicial decision was necessary.
- As in the case of the State of Emergency, “as per the National Security Council, public officials
that are determined to be members of, or in affiliation with any structure, entity or group that is opposed
to the national security of the State, will continue to be dismissed without necessitating a court order”.
The provisions provided above have been interpreted by opposition parties and civil societies as
the “effective continuation of the State of Emergency for an additional three years.”
Following the Presidential Elections held on 24 June 2018, the law that was enacted to facilitate
the transition to the Presidential System has undergone changes via statutory decrees and changes made
at the President’s discretion.
Another important change in the new system was the establishment of “the Presidency of the Republic of Turkey, Directorate of Communications” tied directly to the Presidency via the Presidential
Decree No. 14, instead of BYEGM which had been shut down via statutory decrees.
TRT has been tied to the Presidency of the Republic of Turkey Directorate of Communications, and
RTÜK has been tied to the Ministry of Culture and Tourism.
The Directorate of Communications has been given the tasks of “arranging press cards for members
of the media”, “administrating the secretarial functions of the Press Card Commission” and “creating a
Turkish Media Database, and taking the necessary measures to ensure it is up-to-date”. While performing
these tasks, the Directorate of Communications has been mandated to consult Policy Boards incorporated
within the Presidency. As these changes are implemented, it will be possible to observe their effect on the
Directorate of Communications’ responsibilities.
Another important legal arrangement was providing the Supervisory Board, that was restructured
through Presidential Decree No. 5 on 15 July 2018, the right to supervise all professional bodies defined
as “public institutions”, foundations, and professional organizations of workers and employers. The Presidential Supervisory Board was granted the power to terminate any administrative position at its own
discretion without resorting to any judicial process. This power is considered to be an intervention to the
jurisdiction of private law entities of professional organizations, associations and foundations; and its
unconstitutionality will be a subject of debate. This is anticipated to cause new problems in terms of
impediments on rights and freedoms, and also giving rise to many controversial consequences in terms of
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private property ownership, independence of non-governmental organizations as well as the rule of law
and its universality.
The final statutory decree related to the State of Emergency, statutory decree 701, was passed by
the Turkish Grand National Assembly, making a total of 31 statutory decrees issued during the State of
Emergency to become laws.
The main opposition party CHP had applied to the Constitutional Court to annul the statutory decrees as they could not be scrutinized due to being issued during the State of Emergency. The appeal was
in turn rejected by the Constitutional Court and these decrees have later become actual laws. CHP called
for the repeal of these laws claiming them to be “unconstitutional”, yet the Constitutional Court in response declared itself “unauthorized” about the subject. The Constitutional Court claimed that it could
not formally review the statutory decrees that became laws as they were passed through the assembly by
a majority vote.18 As it can be deduced from the rejection decisions, despite the statutory decrees having
become legalized, the Constitutional Court has limited its auditing authority to procedural auditing and
has not reviewed the statutory decrees in terms of these laws being “unconstitutional”.
The Directorate of Communications published the new Press Card Regulations on 14 December in
the Official Gazette of the Republic of Turkey and put it into effect. Thus, the conditions regarding press
card ownership were changed and the BYEGM was tied to the Presidential Directorate of Communications. According to the new regulation, “acts against the public order” is a legitimate reason to revoke a
journalist’s press card. The new regulation also states that the Directorate of Communications can revoke
a journalist’s press card without requiring a judicial decision, which renders the said journalist officially
not recognized as a “journalist” by the State.
The new regulation has broadened the scope of the necessary criteria to own a press card, subjects
can be denied a press card or their press card can be canceled by reference to Anti-Terror Laws and other
controversial crimes. In addition, press cards will be canceled or not issued to subjects who have been
convicted of crimes pertaining to “crimes against national defense, crimes against the constitutional order,
crimes related to state secrets and espionage, inciting the public to riot, resorting to threats to incite fear
among the public, praising crimes and those who have committed crimes”. The regulation also broadens
the scope of crimes related to terrorism, and journalists tried in prison will lose their press cards if they
are convicted of the crimes they are accused of. Furthermore, only one union picked by the Presidency
will be represented in the “Press Card Commission”, therefore the government will be able to prevent any
journalists’ union and professional organization it has deemed to be “oppositional” from joining the Commission. Those who have a bachelor’s or master’s degree related to the profession will be able to receive
their press card in six months, graduates of other degrees will receive their press cards in nine months,
those holding an associate’s degree will be able to receive their press card’s in 12 months, and high school
graduates will receive their press cards in 18 months.

International Reports on Freedom of Expression and Freedom of the Press
According to Reporters Without Borders (RSF) World Press Freedom Index of 2018, Turkey has
fallen back two spots from last year, and out of 180 countries it ranks 157. In 2010 Turkey was 138th, and
in 2002 it ranked 99th in the index. There has been a significant increase in imprisoned journalists all over
the World, and not just in Turkey.
RSF has expressed that there have been “mass discharges” and “the witch hunt of the Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan’s Presidency has peaked after the coup attempt of 2016”, emphasizing that Turkey has become
the world’s largest prison for journalists. RSF has stressed that journalists have had to spend a year in
prison prior to knowing what they were accused of, and that it has almost become a rule to keep journalists
in prison before taking them to court. The government has effectively shut down many media institutions,
RSF would like to draw attention to how media plurality has been restricted to a few low circulating media
institutions. According to RSF’s report, “[t]he rule of law under the Presidency of Erdoğan is like a faded
memory, even the Constitutional Court’s rulings are automatically not being implemented. Censorship
regarding news sites and social media have reached unprecedented levels.”
According to the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), ever since the committee started preparing
reports on the situation of journalists in 1990, there have never been as many journalists in prison as there
are in 2018. CPJ’s report states that in 2018 there are 251 journalists in prison due to their publications,
18 (31.05.2018 tarih, E:2018/40, K:2018/67 – 31.05.2018 tarih E.2018/42, K.2018/48 - 31/5/2018 tarihli E:2018/ 43, K:2018/49 - 31/5/2018 tarih E:2018/48,
K:2018/54- 31.05.2018 tarih E: 2018/55, K: 2018/56 - 31.05.2018 tarih E:2018/50, K:2018/69 – Bu kararlar R.G nin 30.06.2018 -30464 Mükerrer sayılarında yayınlandı)
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and more than half of these journalists are imprisoned in Turkey, China and Egypt. The report also states
that Turkey has been the country to have imprisoned the most journalists in the last three years, and has
68 journalists in its prisons.19 The report also states that after the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi,
Saudi Arabia has been extensively scrutinized and its oppression of journalists inside the country has
increased. On this topic, the report also mentions that “President of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdoğan has
been one of the biggest critics of Saudi Arabia after the murder of Jamal Kahshoggi, yet, under his rule
Turkey continues to imprison more journalists than any other country in the world.” The report also states
that authoritarian regimes use prison sentences as a method of silencing the opposition.
Freedom House’s Freedom in the World 2018 on 195 countries report states that due to “regression
in political and individual freedom”, Turkey is now considered as a country that is not-free. It was emphasized in the report that Turkey lost 6 points in comparison with the previous year, and in the last 10
years Turkey has lost 34 points which makes it the country to have lost the most points in this duration of
time. This was the reason why Turkey was reclassified as a “not-free country” and not a “partly-free
country.” The reports also mention that after the 16 April 2017 Constitutional amendment referendum
political power has become concentrated in a single domain, elected mayors have been removed from
their positions in huge numbers, activists and individuals identified as being enemies of the state have
been subjected to arbitrary investigations, with public workers also having been removed from their positions. Freedom House’s report assign points from 1 to 7 according to each country, going from good to
bad, Turkey has been observed to have regressed from 4 to 5 in “political rights” and from 5 to 6 in “civil
freedoms”.
The Freedom House report also states that Recep Tayyip Erdoğan has intensified the purge and
increased oppression against the opposition since the coup attempt of 2016. According to the report, arrests of Turkish citizens, shutdown of media organs, attacks on Kurdish rights, and series of purges have
resulted in Turkey’s military and diplomatic interventions in Syria and Iraq. The report states that in this
context, more than 60 thousand people have been arrested, 160 media organs have been shut down, 150
journalists have been taken into custody, and the government’s oppression have transcended national
borders with the issuance of red bulletins to capture dissidents abroad.
RSF and the European Center for Press and Media Freedom and 17 other freedom of expression
institutions have stated in an open letter to President Erdoğan that Turkey has considerably regressed in
terms of freedom of expression in the last two years. In the letter, it was emphasized that in order for
Turkey to progress in terms of freedom of the press and independent journalism, imprisoned journalists
should be pardoned and cases against them should be dropped. The letter also stated that Turkish Criminal
Laws and Anti-Terrorism Laws that inhibit freedom of expression should be reformed. The letter also
advocated that State oppression and control on the media should stop and that “laws and regulations concerning the press and the media should be prepared in accordance with EctHR regulations by press representatives and academics”. The letter has called for the necessary legal, political and administrative
steps to be taken to ensure a fair and free environment for the press, and also that institutions such as
RTÜK and BTK should be transparent.
In addition, The European Union through the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) Action Plan, which it put into practice in 2015, has defined 14 domains which include the right to live, the
freedom of expression, freedom of the press, and has declared them as being “Fundamental Rights”. Of
these rights, the freedom of expression was emphasized to be vital to any democracy and it couldn’t under
any circumstances be subjected to censorship, oppression, threat of imprisonment or any deterrent practice.
In the European Union’s 2018 Turkey Progress Report it was underlined, as in previous years, that
“Turkey is still in early stages of freedom of expression, and the serious regression is continuing.” The
report also emphasizes that the restrictive measures taken through statutory decrees issued during the State
of Emergency against dissenting voices, the media and academics, do not comply with the principle of
proportionality. The report documents that Turkey has been seriously suppressing the freedom of expression, which goes against ECHR decisions, by taking legal action against journalists, human rights activists, writers, social media users; revoking press cards, shutting down media institutions or appointing
trustees to said institutions. Factors such as the ownership structure of media organs and other business
links are among leading factors that limit freedom of the press, as well as political factors. The report
emphasizes that owners of media institutions gaining income mainly from non-media activities or using
the power gained from the media to benefit from political relations have grave consequences on written,
19 https://cpj.org/reports/2018/12/journalists-jailed-imprisoned-turkey-china-egypt-saudi-arabia.php
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visual and electronic press organizations.
According to human rights, public policies, free internet and freedom of expression advocate Access Now’s online report on countries that restrict access to the internet, Turkey has either slowed down
or blocked access to the internet seven times since January 2016. This caused Turkey, right after Syria
and Iraq, to be the fifth in the list of countries that restrict access to the internet.
Transparency International’s Monitoring TRT During the 2018 Elections report points to the disparate amount of time that was reserved for presidential election candidates on TRT in the month of May,
and has called for the political spectrum to represent diversity in all its multiplicity. The report indicates
that the time reserved for AKP was 147 minutes, 25 minutes each for CHP and MHP, İYİ party was given
14 minutes, the Felicity Party 5 minutes, the Grand Unity Party 5 minutes, the Patriotic Party 2 minutes
and HDP was given 0 minutes of broadcast time.20
According to the Germany based Bertelmann Foundation’s research conducted on 41 countries that
are members of OECD and EU, standards of democracy and the rule of law has significantly declined in
many industrial states, with Turkey being at the bottom of the list. The research states that the State of
Emergency was in effect for the whole of 2017. The research also highlights the statutory decrees used to
shut down/restrict media institutions, the imprisonment of journalists and the State appropriation of companies/properties that were deemed to be associated with the Gülen movement. Other negative developments were also highlighted in the research: the Constitutional Court’s rejection of the applications to
rescind the legalization of statutory decrees issued during the State of Emergency; thousands of people
being subjected to legal action due to “insulting the President”; decrease in the efficiency of the judicial
mechanism due to the stark increase in court cases and purges. Aart De Geus, chairman of the Bertelsmann
Foundation, has said the following: “It is alarming that despite the regression in the quality of democracy
in countries such as Turkey, Poland and Hungary, citizens’ trust in their governments has increased”.21
Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism and Oxford University’s joint project Digital News
Report states that only 38% trust the news published by media institutions, and only 33% trust the news
circulating social media.22 It was also noted that political tendencies and preferences affected the trust felt
towards the media. In terms of trust in the media, the research indicates that the ratio is at 51% among
right-wingers, while it is at 29% among the left-wingers. According to the research, 49% of those who
were part of the study believed that “they frequently came across fake news that were fabricated for political or commercial goals”.23

De-unionization
The first law concerning the regulation of journalism in Turkey, “the Press Association Law No.
3511” was issued in 1938. This law, Law No. 3511, which foresaw the establishment of the Turkish Press
Union, states that those who are not a member of the association cannot practice journalism. Through the
association’s “Supreme Dignity Council” a system was established that allowed to make journalists redundant or terminate their membership.24 The Press Association was deemed to have not provided the
envisioned results and as a result it was terminated via Law No. 5842 by the Grand National Assembly
on 18 June 1946.25 Lately, it has been voiced that a similar association is needed. It has been observed
that such an association would be beneficial in terms of high unemployment in the field of journalism,
but sanctions such as the power to terminate employment26 could pose significant risks to a free press
especially in terms of political influence on the system.27
After the 1950s the government of the time proposed to regulate every profession through special
laws according to the circumstances of each profession, thus suggesting special laws regulating those who
worked in the press sector. Therefore in 1952, law No. 5953 “Law Concerning the Regulation of the
Relations between Employers and Employees in the Press Profession” was issued and put into effect.28
After law No. 5953 was issued, on 10 July 1952 the first union of the sector the Istanbul Journalists’
Union (TGS) was founded, and it became a member of the Confederation of Turkish Trade Unions (Türk-

20 https://tr.sputniknews.com/turkiye/201806011033684708-trt-demirtas-erdogan/
21 https://www.dw.com/tr/demokrasi-kalitesinde-t%C3%BCrkiye-son-s%C4%B1rada/a-45812889
22 https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report
23 https://www.amerikaninsesi.com/a/reuters-gazetecilik-turkiye-guven-haber/4649916.html
24 Gümüş, İ. (2015). Basın İş Hukukunda Gazetecilerin Çalışma İlişkileri, Yeni ve Geleneksel Medya Okumaları (Ed. Çelik, R. - Dalgalıdere, R.), 47-64, İskenderiye
Kitap, İstanbul.
25 http://dergipark.gov.tr/download/article-file/2842
26 http://dergipark.gov.tr/download/article-file/213110
27 Özsever, A. (2004). Tekelci Medyada Örgütsüz Gazeteci, İmge Kitabevi, Ankara.
28 Şakar, M. (2005). İş Hukuku Uygulaması, Der Yayınları, Yenilenmiş 6. Baskı, İstanbul.
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İş) in 1957. With the Constitution of 1961, journalists were granted the right to form unions and become
members of unions through law No. 212. Journalists were granted to make union agreements, go on strike
and benefit from social security. Based on the No. 274 Union’s Law, and the No. 275 Collective Labor
Contract Law’s strike and lock-out rights, press workers started to form collective labor contracts with
various workplaces.29 In 1965, journalists’ unions from Ankara, Istanbul, İzmir and Eskişehir came together under the umbrella of TGS. This was the first important step taken to form a national organization
of journalists. In the 1971 Extraordinary General Assembly, it was decided that all employees working in
newspapers, magazines and agencies were to be organized under a single trade union. After the military
coup of 12 September 1980, all unions except Türk-İş were shut down, and TGS, where journalists are
organized today, was able to continue its activities.
Due to the structural changes of media ownership in the early 1990s policies against unionization
of journalists stand out, and until the mid-90s trade union organizations in mainstream media were liquidated by Hürriyet and Milliyet newspapers. After TGS decided to go on strike in Milliyet, Tercüman and
Cumhuriyet newspapers, Aydın Doğan removed the technical part of Milliyet and reinstated these workers
in subcontracting companies by portraying them as having left their jobs and made sure they weren’t
members of any unions. Thus 128 people were fired and removed from their unions.30
At the beginning of 2010 the Anatolian Agency (AA), where TGS had been unionized, was subjected to a liquidation process through a government initiative. A separate union was founded for AA
workers and they were moved there.
According to TGS data, 11% of the working population in Turkey is a union member, this number
drops to 6% in the press sector. In fact, when we observe unionization rates of journalists from 1984 we
see that the rate is 50.66%, and even though there was an increase in the mid-90s, these rates have significantly declined over the last 16 years. Unionization rates were 42.50% in 1990, and again 66.38% in
1995 when it peaked. Yet, when we look at the numbers in 2002, we observe there is a steep decline where
unionization rates are 34.57%, and even though there was an increase in the number of unions the rates
dropped to 5% in 2013. In 2016 unionization rates were approximated to be 7%.31
Today, eight collective labor agreements are being implement in media organizations, seven of
them are collective labor contracts signed by TGS, and of them is the agreement between Medya-İş Union,
which has been frequently mentioned in terms of its closeness to the government, and AA. On the other
hand, the unemployment rate of journalists is 30%, more than any other sector in the country.
Whether it being Turkey’s changing socioeconomic structure through history, or that unionization
and organizing were conducted outside internal dynamics, the result has been de-unionization and lack of
organizing.
There are serious impediments of journalists joining trade unions. One peculiar difficulty stems
from the failure of the free-lance members of the profession from enjoying regulations provided by the
law governing media (Law No. 212). Another impediment is the structure of media ownership, or monopolization of media ownership. Failure of trade unions in the media sector in defending rights of the
media workers against the media tycoons, or media monopolies produced a very serious challenge: Deficiency of the media workers in getting organized under sectoral labor unions.
According to recent research on what is stopping journalists from joining a union, 35% of journalists said it was because they weren’t happy with the union’s activities, 30.8% said they didn’t feel it was
necessary to join a union and 24.62%32 cited the fear of losing their jobs as the result of joining a union.33
In today’s journalism where there is no union organization and collective labor agreements, other
than the local press and opposition newspapers, most press workers are precarious. As of January 2018,
out of 92.000 press workers only 6.000 are members of a trade union, and it is claimed that only 3.000
press workers working in the private sector within the scope of a collective labor contract.34
Doğan Media Group’s acquisition by Demirören Media Group has been the pinnacle of the monopolization of media organizations in Turkey.
Demirören Media’s decision to downsize due to digitization, and the downsizing decision by another mainstream media organization called Turkuaz has caused many journalists to be made redundant,
which was also mentioned in the G-9 proclamation.
29 Oğuzman, M.K. (1966). Gazetecilerin Meslekî ve Sosyal Hakları ve Bunların Korunması, İÜ Hukuk Fakültesi Mecmuası, 32 (2-4), 858-883.
30 Alan, Ü. (2015), Saray’dan Saray’a Türkiye’de Gazetecilik Masalı. Can Yayınları, Ankara.
31Metin Aksoy (2017): “Sendikadan Koparılan Gazeteci”, 2. Cilt. Sayfa: 743-744, Korkmaz Alemdar (Editör): Türkiye’de Kitle İletişimi Dün-Bugün-Yarın, Gazeteciler Cemiyeti Yayınları, Ankara.
32 Toktaş, S. (2013). Medya Emekçilerinin Sendikal Örgütlenme Sürecine Yönelik Kavrayışları: Sorunlar ve Çözüm Önerileri, Mülkiye Dergisi, 37 (3), 61-99.
33 http://dergipark.gov.tr/download/article-file/329091
34 https://www.birgun.net/haber-detay/tekelci-medyada-sendikasiz-gazeteci-211298.html
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In terms of media ownership, media owners are increasingly acting according to their political and
economical ties, which has made the situation of non-unionized press workers much more difficult. As
you can see, increasing costs and downsizing decisions have resulted in many journalists losing their jobs
and not being able to use their trade union rights. Insecure, flexible and low wage employment necessitates
union affiliation in the press sector.

Summary of Developments in Freedom of Expression and Freedom of the Press
Turkey welcomed the new year with the continuation of the State of Emergency. The State of
Emergency was extended once again for three months from January 19 until April 19 2018. The State of
Emergency was extended once again in April, and after the 24 June Presidential Elections it officially
ended on 19 July. Although the State of Emergency had ended, many criticized that the extensive power
given to the police through the central and local administration has perpetuated the State of Emergency
and normalized it.
Turkey’s military operation in Afrin, Syria resulted in many political and diplomatic developments.
Leyla Zana’s parliamentary membership was revoked on 11 January, which resulted HDP losing a
seat and having 53 seats in the Grand National Assembly. Selahattin Demirtaş, co-leader of HDP decided
to withdraw from his position as party leader on 4 January, and after 434 of imprisonment appeared in
front of a judge for the first time on 12 January.
Another important development happened in terms of Turkish journalism: Ahmet Şık who had been
jailed pending trial for over a year, faced another court case on 4 January due to his social media activity.
It was later found out that Şık faced prosecution due to a complaint filed by AA journalist Kerem Kocalar.
Rights concerning “freedom of expression and freedom of the press” are guaranteed by the constitution, and for the first time an individual petition made to the Constitutional Court that resulted in a
“violation of rights” decision was not implemented by district courts. The Constitutional Court decided
that Mehmet Altan and Şahin Alpay’s trials while being imprisoned was a violation of rights, yet the
appeals made for their release were rejected by the district court.
Turkey continued blocking access to the popular online encyclopedia Wikipedia. General Manager
of the Wikimedia Foundation Katherine Maher reiterated her wish for the access to Turkish pages to be
reinstated.
Social activities and demonstrations were prohibited in various cities across Turkey on the grounds
of the State of Emergency; Barış Atay’s solo theatre play called “Dictator” was banned by the Governorship of Ankara on 22 January. Atay was also banned from attending any talks, or demonstrations of any
kind within the boundaries of Ankara.
The “indefinite ban” on non-governmental organizations and LGBTQ+ demonstrations instated by
the Governorship of Ankara is still in effect. In addition, the Government banned the strike decisions
made by United Metal Workers Union in affiliation with DİSK, Turkish Metal Union in affiliation with
TÜRK-İŞ, and Çelik-İş in affiliation with HAK-İş, on the grounds of the continuation of the State of
Emergency.
Investigations and legal action taken against the allegation of “Insulting the President” has reached
the point of citizens reporting each other on public transport.
It was also observed politicians and citizens have been investigated and arrested due to their social
media activity.
An important development in Turkish politics was MHP leader Devlet Bahçeli’s decision to support
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in his bid for the presidency. Following Bahçeli’s statement, the ruling party AKP
and MHP started to work on the necessary legal amendments that would be needed to be made due allow
a coalition between the parties both in the presidential elections and the local elections.
The parliamentary memberships of Ferhat Encü, Ahmet Yıldırım and İbrahim Ayhan were revoked
on 6 February, and 27 February respectively; reducing HDP seats in parliament to 50.
HDP’s former co-leader Selahattin Demirtaş’s statements made during trial on 14-15-16 February
concerning the dialogues between Erdoğan and his government with the terrorist organization PKK was
subject of debate among the public.
Journalists Nazlı Ilıcak, Ahmet Altan and academician-writer Mehmet Altan who were on trial for
“violating the constitution” on grounds of the FETÖ-related coup attempt were sentenced to aggravated
life imprisonment on 16 February.
Ayşe Düzkan, Hüseyin Aykol, Mehmet Ali Çelebi, Hüseyin Bektaş and Ragıp Duran were handed
prison sentences due to acting as “Production Managers on Call” in solidarity with Özgür Gündem a
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media institution that was shut down during the State of Emergency via statutory decree.
Die Welt journalist Deniz Yücel, who had remained in custody for a year despite facing any formal
criminal charges, was suddenly released on 16 February which caused controversy both in Turkey and in
Germany. Yücel, who left Turkey for Germany after is released, was claimed to have been let go after
Prime Minister Binali Yıldırım met Chancellor Angela Merkel on 15 February in Berlin.
Investigations and court cases in relation to “Insulting the President” have increased considerably
around Turkey; journalist Hasan Cemal, academician Baskın Oran, writer Oya Baydar and singer Ferhat
Tunç are among the names that were accused of insulting President Erdoğan. They reported that Erdoğan
had insulted them through his statements addressed to those calling for peace.
The detention of the Central Council of Turkish Medical Association (TBB) for “calling for peace”
headlined both national and international news.
18 Mart, Çanakkale Victory Day was celebrated by many people, including artists and politicians.
It was alleged that actresses were not allowed on stage during the “Parliamentary Talks” programme held
by the Grand National Assembly’s Culture, Art and Editorial Board. An actress, who wanted to remain
anonymous, claimed that İsmail Kahraman, President of the Assembly, had requested this. Kahraman
denied this accusation. State contracted theatre actress Övgü Özgürce, who was supposed to have taken
part of the play but was not on stage, claimed that Kahraman’s statements did not express the truth.
In March, a series of legislative changes took place in anticipation for the Presidential, general and
local elections. A 26 article new regulation on election laws called “the alliance” was passed through
parliament on 13 March through the joint initiatives of AKP and MHP. New regulations on issues such
as unsealed ballots and the transportation of ballot boxes were criticized by the public in concern over
electoral security.
The most important development in terms of Turkish media was the sale of Doğan Media Group,
one of Turkey’s largest media institutions. It came to light that Aydın Doğan had sold all his media institutions to Demirören Holding on 21 March. Doğan Media Group which included institutions such as
Hürriyet, Hürriyet Daily News, Posta, CNNTürk, Kanal D, Fanatik made its first public disclosure to the
Public Disclosure Platform (KAP) about its sale on 22 March in relation to Hürriyet’s foreign partners.
Aydın Doğan had previously sold Milliyet and Vatan newspapers to Demirören.
Another regulation concerning the internet platform in Turkey was legalized in parliament on 21
March. According to this regulation RTÜK was given the right to monitor radio and TV broadcasts on the
internet. CHP and other oppositional voices objected to this law as RTÜK was given the right to intervene
in individual broadcasts on platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. It was stated that in the upcoming 6
months the scope of RTÜK’s regulatory power will be determined. The regulation of freedom of communication was criticized to be unconstitutional.
The release of Murat Sabuncu and Ahmet Şık, who were detained in the Cumhuriyet Case, were
recorded as one of the positive developments. On the other hand, Murat Aksoy who had been previously
released was given a prison sentence. The Court of Cassation overturned the convictions of the district
court on Former Editor In-Chief Can Dündar and Ankara Representative Erdem Gül, both whom had been
tried in relation to the MİT-Trucks case. They will go to trial again. Appeals for the release of CHP
Istanbul MP Enis Berberoğlu were rejected again.
Newspaper employees in the Özgür Gündem case were charged with “conducting terrorist propaganda”; while Faruk Eren, Ertuğrul Mavioğlu, Celal Başkangıç, Ömer Ağın, İhsan Çaralan, Celalettin
Can, Fehim Işık and Öncü Akgül have not been presented with the opinion of the public prosecutor as to
the accusations of having been part of the “Chief Editor on Duty Campaign”.
Not only did trials in regards to the freedom of press continue, but trials and investigations related
to “Insulting the President” have continued, too. Artist Zuhal Olcay faces time in prison due to the sentences imposed on her not being postponed. In addition, artist Ferhat Tunç was tried on charges of “conducting terrorist propaganda” on the grounds of a Tweet he made two years ago.
Aylin Altınay Cingöz, who was one of the academicians tried for signing the Peace Declaration
titled “we will not be a part of this crime” was given a one-year and three-month prison sentence.
During the 16th International Filmmor Women’s Film Festival, the film “Yeva” which was part of
the programme was banned from being viewed on the grounds of the State of Emergency.
AKP’s Gaziantep MP Şamil Tayyar’s statements regarding trials during the Statement of Emergency in relation to FETÖ “businessmen in custody in affiliation with FETÖ are being released as informers after paying millions of dollars.” circulated widely in the media.
UN Human Rights High Commissioner Zeyd Raad al-Hussain’s report containing harsh criticism
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of freedom of expression and freedom of the press violations, alongside prosecution processes were subject of much debate. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs condemned the report by claiming “The Commissioner’s report shows us that the UN is becoming an institution that collaborates with terrorist organizations.”
Former HDP co-leader Aysel Tuğluk and HDP Van MP Lezgin Botan were both handed prison
sentences.
Pastor Andrew Brunson’s indictment files were reported to have been finished. An indictment accusing Brunson of being a member of FETÖ called for his life imprisonment was submitted to court.
The General Election and Presidential Election decision was the most significant development in
April. MHP’s leader Devlet Bahçeli assumed an alliance with AKP and during a political party group
meeting on 17 April he stated that Turkey urgently needed a new administrative system, and on 26 August
he called for an early election. The following day, Bahçeli and Erdoğan held a meeting and subsequently
the date of election was declared to be June 24. Erdoğan stated “we feel the maladies of the old system
with each step we take. We initially wanted to wait until 2019 but with cross-border military operations
in Syria, important developments in the region, we believe that these make it imperative for Turkey to
overcome ambiguity.” and declared that Turkey would be having an early election. Thus, on April 18, the
State of Emergency was extended by the Grand National Assembly for another three months, confirming
that Turkey would hold its elections during a State of Emergency.
With the joint decision of AKP and MHP and the advantage of the numerical majority in the Turkish Grand National Assembly, the early election date was set as June 24. Opposition parties had claimed
“they were ready” yet emphasized that it was not an early election but a sudden election. The Supreme
Electoral Council which is the judicial organ responsible of conducting the elections announced that 55
days were enough time to hold the elections. The regulation on how to collect the 100 thousand signatures
required for the presidential candidacy was accepted urgently on April 20, five days after the election
decision was passed in Parliament.
With the announcement of the election, discussions on possible candidates in opposition of Erdoğan
started to rise. The opposition was about to make a decision in terms of a “joint candidate”, Abdullah Gül
11th President of the Republic was being mentioned as a possible candidate from the Felicity Party when
two figures from Ankara visited him, which caused a lot of controversy. On April 24 Gül met Chief of
Defence Hulusi Akar and Presidential Spokesman İbrahim Kalın, which was interpreted as “blocking
Gül’s Presidential candidacy”. Many criticized Akar and Kalın landing in Gül’s Istanbul office’s garden
by helicopter, resulting in an almost “military intervention” to his candidacy. Opposition parties criticized
this move by calling it a “military intervention” “Gül’s memorandum” and “the military intervening in
political matters.”
In the meantime, YSK declared that AKP, CHP, MHP, HDP, SP, İYİ Party, DP, BBP, BTP, Patriotic Party and Hüda-par satisfied the requirements to run in the elections. Prior to the decision that 11
political parties would be cast on the ballots, it was alleged that “İYİ party was being prevented from
running in the elections.”. 15 CHP members of parliament moved to İYİ Party on 22 April with Kemal
Kılıçdaroğlu’s decision. The reason for this development which will probably be remembered as the
“event of the 15”, was even though the Public Prosecutor’s Office had decided that IYI Party satisfied the
requirements to run in the election, YSK had not announced its decision on April 21. İYİ Party was able
to form a 20-person party group thanks to the 15 CHP members of parliament, thus ensuring it to run in
the elections. The following day Erdoğan made the statements “How is this possible? In what way could
this be morally correct? The state of our Parliament is truly devastating. But on June 24, my people will
show those who have put our Parliament in this disgusting situation. Had YSK made its decision on Saturday, maybe then this whole “event of the 15” would never have happened.” Opposition party leader
Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu retorted by saying “They are plotting against democracy, they’re trying to figure out
a plot to stop other parties from running in the elections. We told our 15 members of parliament to foil
this scheming plan.”
One of the most important developments in terms of mass-media ownership changes was concluded
in April. Aydın Doğan, having sold Milliyet and Vatan newspapers in 2011, sold all its media institutions
to Demirören Holding. Businessman Demirören acquired all media institutions of Doğan Media Group
incuding Hürriyet, CNNTürk, Kanal D, Posta and Fanatik. According to the numbers submitted to KAP,
the sales figure was 916 million dollars. Ziraat Bank having allegedly issued a loan of 675 million USD
to be paid over 10 years to Demirören Holding was subject to much debate. Following the sale, many
controversial events were to take place such as prominent figures in administrative positions losing their
jobs, and famous writers and editorial staff being made redundant. Doğan also sold its chain store D&R
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in the music and book sector, for 440 million Turkish Liras to the Turkuaz Media Group.
Among the negative developments of April were the prison sentences given to the journalists in the
Cumhuriyet case. The release of Cumhuriyet’s Executive Board Director Akın Atalay after 541 days of
custody was welcomed with joy. But names associated with Atalay in the Cumhuriyet case such as Murat
Sabuncu, Ahmet Şık, Kadri Gürsel, Hikmet Çetinkaya, Aydın Engin and Orhan Erinç were given prison
sentences on April 25.
Other developments worth noting were the arrest warrants issued for the workers of Gün Printing
Company who published the newspaper “Libertarian Democracy”.
One of the most important developments in the last days of April was the decision to divide 13
well-established public universities on the grounds of establishing 20 new universities. This decision was
taken much to the scrutiny of these universities’ students and academicians. It caused many to protest on
social media and on the streets.
In May, the countdown began for the Presidential Elections that were to be held on 24 June. During
this process, we observed much news related to stopping opposition parties from working on their campaigns in terms of freedom of expression, and attacks conducted against these parties. UN Human Rights
High Commissioner Zeid Raad al-Hussain criticized the government for going to election during the State
of Emergency and the legal prosecution the opposition parties were facing, and called for Turkey to establish the necessary conditions for a credible election. Opposition parties in their election bulletins gave
out messages about imprisoned journalists, and freedom of access to Wikipedia which had been blocked
for one-and-a-half years.
TRT which is responsible of public and impartial broadcasting was subject to much scrutiny for not
having given sufficient airtime to opposition parties, and no airtime for one of the running parties. CHP
members of RTÜK applied to the Supreme Election Board stating that TRT did not broadcast “equally or
fairly”. Muharrem İnce, Presidential Candidate of CHP, stated that if TRT did not air election rallies of
the opposition parties, they would protest in front of the headquarters’ buildings in Ankara. İYİ Party’s
Presidential Candidate Meral Akşener stated that she would sell TRT if she were elected, as it didn’t
broadcast impartial news. HDP’s Presidential Candidate Selahattin Demirtaş was unable to rally on TRT
or other media institutions due to his continued imprisonment, which was subject to much scrutiny. Opposition parties called for the public to not watch pro-government media outlets with the slogan “Just turn
it off!”.
Following the sale of Doğan Media Group, which included many media institutions such as Hürriyet, CNNTürk, to Demirören Holding, many people in these institutions were laid off during the month
of May. Claims of censorship and Hürriyet not publishing Muharrem İnce’s interview and other dissenting
opinions were subjects of many bulletins.
Doğan Holding’s sale of D&R chain store to Turkuvaz Media Group was subjected to a lot of
criticism since the firm stopped selling the books of opposition figures such as Turan Dursun, İbrahim
Kaboğlu and Zeynep Altıok.
Court cases against imprisoned journalists and prison sentences given to journalists continued to
be a hot topic of debate in terms of Turkey’s international relations. Figures such as EU Commissioner
Johannes Hahn responsible for European Neighborhood Policy and Enlargement Negotiations has called
for the release of journalists pending trial. Meanwhile TGS announced that the number of jailed journalists
was 145.
Ali Bulaç and Mehmet Özdemir who were sued in the Zaman Newspaper in affiliation to FETÖ,
were released.
Allegations that tress were cut-down in order to build a “summer palace” for President Erdoğan at
Okluk Bay was subject to censorship at the request of President Erdoğan and that the following protests
were subjected to sever intervention made headlines. After the journal Le Point used Erdoğan with the
caption “Dictator” as its cover, it faced attacks from ethnic Turks and had to be taken under police protection; the issue caused controversy in Europe.
The We Will Stop Women’s Murders Platform stated that 37 women had been murdered in May,
in addition to this it was claimed that female prisoners were subject to nude body searches.
On 24 June 2018, Turkey transitioned to the controversial “Presidential System” which considerably altered the parliamentary system it used for the last 95 years. The new administrative system abolished
the Prime Ministry and concentrated power in the Presidency, ending the debate on the separation of
powers; opposition parties continued to voice the difficulties they faced during the elections.
Two other important developments occurred during the 24 June election period. The first one was
CHP’s 15 members of parliament resigning and joining İYİ Party to allow it to join the elections. These
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members of parliament later resigned from İYİ Party and joined the rank of CHP once again. The second
development was the parties forming alliances to overcome the 10% election threshold. The first alliance
was between AKP and MHP which was called “the People’s Alliance”; CHP, İYİ party and the Felicity
Party formed an alliance called “the Nation Alliance”. These parties were able to circumvent the 10%
election threshold and win parliamentary seats in proportion to the votes they received.
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan received 52.59% of the presidential vote, electing him again and making
him the first President of Turkey. In the general elections held that same day Erdoğan’s party AKP got
42.56% of the votes, making it the party in power with 295 seats in the Grand National Assembly of
Turkey. Yet due to there being 600 seats in parliament, AKP would not be able enact legal regulations
with the ease it was used to in previous years. In this context, since MHP got 11.10% of votes, and having
49 members of parliament, if it continues its alliance, AKP will be able to conduct legislative activity.
CHP faced a reduction in the votes it received, and a leadership conflict arose in the last week of June.
Despite Presidential Candidate Muharrem İnce receiving 30.64% of the votes, CHP as a party only received 22.65% which caused people to question Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu’s leadership position. According to
the election results CHP won 146 seats in parliament, HDP with 11.70% of the vote won 67 seats and İYİ
Party with 9.96% of the vote won 43 seats in parliament. With the election of BBP leader Mustafa Destici
from the AKP list, and two candidates originally from the Felicity Party that were in the CHP list, the
Turkish Grand National Assembly contained representatives from 7 different parties for the first time after
a long period.
In addition to the prohibitions imposed on political party campaigns during the State of Emergency,
events caused by social tension have been documented in the report.
In addition to Erdoğan being elected President and the formation of the 27th Term of Parliament,
the State of Emergency conditions still continued.
Turkey faced much criticism from European countries due to having held the elections during a
state of emergency. A committee comprised of Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
representatives and European parliamentarians issued a report on 15 June stating the campaign conditions
were unfair in terms of the opposition. The report also mentioned Erdoğan being the present President of
the Republic allowed him access to state resources and more media exposure. The report includes complaints about Erdoğan’s polarizing rhetoric, as well as him branding those who vote for the opposition as
terrorists.
Another important development in June was the criticism TRT faced from the opposition. CHP and
IYI Party Presidential Candidates Muharrem İnce and Meral Akşener waived their right to make an electoral speech on TRT due to the lack of time given to them. HDP’s imprisoned Presidential Candidate
Selahattin Demirtaş requested to use his legal right for an election speech, and upon his request being
accepted, a presidential candidate giving a speech from prison was in question for the first time. The
Supreme Electoral council which had rejected Demirtaş’ requests to campaign outside, made the decision
that the HDP candidate would make his speech in Edirne Prison.
In June, unemployment and judicial proceedings concerning journalism continued its negative effects. Demirören Holding, after acquiring Doğan Media Group, continued to change the administration
of its institutions through dismissing former employees under the premise of “downsizing” Milliyet, the
first media institution it bought. A new TV station “Tr Haber” which meant possible employment for
unemployed journalists was shut down before it even started to broadcast due to not been given permission
by RTÜK. Judicial proceedings against journalists made headlines with Ece Sevim Öztürk, correspondent
of Çağdaş Ses, being arrested at her home in Istanbul, and Cumhuriyet columnist Çiğdem Toker being
sued for millions of Turkish Liras. Not only were articles and news pieces but caricatures were subject to
prosecution, as well. Caricature artist Nuri Kurtcebe, age 69, despite having health problems was arrested
for “Insulting the President.”. Our report concludes that there wasn’t a decrease in the number of journalists in prison or on trial.
Not only journalists, but politicians, artists and citizens were subject to investigations and trials due
to their social media activities, which is among the developments in June.
On the agenda of July, with the start of the 27th term of the Turkish Grand National Assembly and
the first implementations of the Presidential System we were confronted with legal regulations that
granted the political power, police and governors State of Emergency type authority.
A noteworthy regulation in relation to journalism was the shutting down of the Directorate General
of Press and Information (BYEGM) via a statutory decree issued by the administration on 9 July.
BYEGM’s property and its duties such as issuing journalists “yellow press-cards” were transferred to the
Presidential Directorate of Communications. TRT was tied to the Directorate of Communications, and
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RTÜK has been linked to the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. The following day Erdoğan appointed
Fahrettin Altun to the Presidency of Communications, known for is academic work alongside his journalism in Sabah and Daily Sabah and production work in TRT.
In the political sphere, the concentration of decision making power in the Presidency was subject
to much scrutiny, and new regulations that incorporated State of Emergency conditions on the grounds of
anti-terrorism has been extensively criticized. The State of Emergency issued on 21 July 2016 at the wake
of the coup attempt was extended for 3 months, 7 times; and ended on 19 July by Erdoğan’s decision.
35
Despite this, a regulation was passed through the Turkish Grand National Assembly on 25 July via a
joint initiative of AKP and MHP which granted governors the right to prevent any kind of social gathering
and other State of Emergency type powers, public workers would be able to be made redundant without
a court decision, and any private property or institution would be able to be placed in government conservatorship. Although the decision faced the harsh criticism of the opposition it was put into effect on July
31. This regulation has been described as the “continuation of the State of Emergency” by the public, and
our report has documented the observations of international institutions and the media. On the other hand,
after the cessation of the State of Emergency the barriers around the Human Right’s Monument in Ankara
were removed, and the emancipation of the monument was deemed a positive development in this report.
During the month of July, unemployment and judicial proceedings were noted as the most important problems in terms of journalism. It was observed that after Demirören Holding acquired Doğan
Media Group, the following layoffs, transfers and laying off those who were transferred were among
developments that caused “job security” fears among journalists. The most noteworthy development of
the month was Ciner Holding’s decision to terminate the publication of Habertürk newspaper on July 5.
The same day Didem Duyum, owner of Kültür TV (KRT) stated that she was going to shut down her
channel in August. These developments have been documented in the annals of the press as the shrinkage
observed in the media sector and the increasing unemployment have continued to exist.
A positive development in the sector was RTÜK giving permission to the new TV channel Haber
Global, which was previously called TR24, to broadcast. Belonging to Azerbaijani investors, Haber
Global created employment for journalists. Another positive development was the Kurdish broadcasting
company Amed Radyo-TV opening its doors on July 28, and broadcasting culture-art focused content.
One of the most controversial developments in the freedom of expression in July was the detainment of 4 METU students on July 11 after carrying banners with the “Tayyipler Alemi” caricature that
was used as a cover for Penguen during their graduation ceremony, on 6 July. The caricature “Tayyipler
Alemi” which depicted Erdoğan as various animal figures, was deemed by court order to be a part of
freedom of expression and satirical criticism in 2006, yet resulted in the detainment of 4 youths which
attracted a lot of criticism. CHP leader Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu and 72 CHP members of parliament shared
the caricature on social media to protest, which resulted in the Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office to start
legal proceedings against them under the accusation of “Insulting the President”. Our report documents
that many people were subject to legal proceedings across Turkey on the grounds of “Insulting the President.”. An example of this was the prison sentence handed to artist Zuhal Olcay. In addition, data obtained
from the weekly reports issued by the Ministry of Interior showed that the police have been investigating
personal social media accounts, and have started legal proceedings against individuals on the grounds of
various crimes.
The August agenda was defined by economic volatility and the increase in the foreign exchange
rate. Alongside the surge in the diplomatic crisis with the USA, the over dependence on imports increased
economic problems. In terms of the profession of journalism, the worst developments faced in August
were paper imports which were negatively affected by the increase in foreign-exchange, which added
additional costs to the publishing sector. Professional organizations, non-governmental organizations and
some politicians have tried to draw attention to the problems associated with import-dependence of paper
after the privatization of SEKA (Turkish Cellulose and Paper Factories Inc.) in 2003. Association of Journalists and other press institution have called for President Erdoğan to take measures to reduce printing
input prices.
Due to the increase in paper prices, some newspapers have resorted to stop publications for a certain
amount of time, while some local organizations decided to reduce their publications or stop issuing supplements. Beyond the economic dimension of the increase in paper prices, the Press Advertising Agency
(BİK) was called to review its distribution policy in terms of journalists remaining unemployed and “the
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problem of the freedom of expression and the press”.
Statements made by the prosecutor’s office that investigations were to be launched against journalists producing news related to the economy were met with intense public reaction due to the constitutional
guarantee of the public’s right to access news and freedom of the press. TRT which is responsible for
public broadcasting allegedly forced its senior staff to retire on the grounds of an “employment surplus”
which made headlines and subject to much controversy.
When we observe developments in terms of freedom of expression in August, our reports states
that investigations and detention on the grounds of “Insulting the President” continued in full effect. In
addition to the details of our report, investigations and court cases against journalists focused on the Twitter activity of journalists alleging it contained criminal conduct.
Negative developments in the economy continued to play a decisive role in September. This reflected on the media with dismissals due to the increase of costs and downsizing.
Although President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan insisted that price hikes were artificially created under
the pretext of the increase in the exchange rate, the economic volatility the country faced continued to be
the most important factor for the general public. Erdoğan blamed “external forces” as the cause for the
economic developments due to the rising tension between the US, yet later declared the US based Mckinsey & Company would advise the new economic program. Berat Albayrak Minister of Finance declared
that McKinsey & Company would take part in the fiscal tightening program’s executive board which
increased the public’s reaction.
More controversy arose between the Presidency and opposition parties when ambiguity surrounded
whether the private plane belonging to Qatari Emirate Sheikh Al Thani was bought by the Presidency or
had been received as a gift. Other important developments were in the context of secularism; statements
regarding abandoning the “mixed education model” and removing this requirement for vocational training
was among important issues of debate.
In September, many newspapers such as BirGün had to resort to increasing their prices. Local
newspapers in Sakarya called Yeni Sakarya, Yenihaber, Bizim Sakarya and Adapostası decided not to
publish their papers on a Sunday. Magazine “Arka Kapak” declared that they were stopping publication
on 12 September. There was also a significant development in the Official Gazette; its 98 years of printed
publications was put to an end. The Official Gazette will continue to be issued electronically. Financial
paper Dünya reduced its number of pages from 24 to 12 and laid-off 40 of its employees including members of its executive board. Redundancies were observed to have been made in Bloomberg HT, Show TV,
Habertürk all of which are a part of the Ciner Media Group.
Media institutions transferred to the Demirören Media Group continued to change its personnel.
The newspaper Hürriyet ended the opinion columns of Taha Akyol and Mehmet Yakup Yılmaz. Murat
Yetkin, Editor of Hürriyet Daily News announced his resignation.
One of Turkey’s most established journals Cumhuriyet was shook by changes in its executive
board. Upon the election of Alev Coşkun as the Board of Directors, Chief Editor Murat Sabuncu was
replaced by News Coordinator Aykut Küçükkaya. Managing Editor Bülent Özdoğan and Ankara Representative Faruk Eren’s positions were terminated. Following the changes in the executive board many
resignations happened. Names such as caricaturist Musa Kart, Özgür Mumcu, Tayfun Atay, Bağış Erten
Aslı Aydıntaşbaş, Çiğdem Toker, Ayıdn Engin, Hakan Kara, Melis Alphan, Ahmet Tulgar, Kemal Can,
Bülent Mumay, Ceyda Karan, Mirgün Cabas, Mahir Ünsal Eriş, Zeynep Mira Özkartal Taner and Barbaros Şansal have all resigned. Due to these resignations, it is not clear what position Cumhuriyet will take
in its publications but the new executive board claims the paper will return to its origins and has stated
that people have unjustly reacted to the newspaper.
Ergün Demir owner of Kocaeli Astakos Haber newspaper was investigated for his story on the
worker İsmail Devrim, who had committed suicide because he couldn’t buy trousers for his son. This
demonstrates that even routine news articles can be considered a criminal offense. Journalist Demir was
accused of “recording and publishing without permission” an interview with the deceased Devrim’s widower. Demir claimed he was only practicing his profession by publishing the audio interview online.
In the meantime, the Build-Operate-Transfer modeled 3rd airport which is claimed will have a 150
million passenger capacity made headlines for a month both in terms of controversy of its name and the
protest of the laborers working on its construction site. Names such as Atatürk, Abdülhamit, Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan and Fatih Sultan Memhet we suggested for the airport, while demonstrations were held by workers due to the bad working conditions which resulted in 600 people being put under surveillance and 24
people being arrested, among whom were trade union officials.
One of the most important developments in terms of freedom of expression and of the press was
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the new regulation draft on online radio and and video broadcasts prepared by RTÜK and BTK. The new
draft gave rise to concerns regarding censorship of independent media/journalism activities online. The
draft was presented to the public but has yet to be put into effect.
The arrest of the Austrian journalist Max Zirngast in Ankara, as well as the deteriorating relations
with the United States, led to the re-emergence of the news of the American pastor Andrew Brunson’s
house arrest.
MHP’s proposal for amnesty that would cover 162.989 people was discussed extensively during
this month. MHP prepared a legislative proposal that would reduce the sentences of certain crimes and
provide amnesty, and presented it to the parliament. President Erdoğan pointed out that the state could
only pardon crimes directed at itself. Opposition parties approach the subject differently and claimed that
the legislative proposal would harm the trust in the justice system, and alleged that MHP wanted to pass
this law so that criminal organization leader Alaattin Çakıcı would be released from prison.
In October, the murder of Jamal Khashoggi in Saudi Arabia’s Istanbul Consulate General was on
both Turkey’s and the profession of journalism’s agenda. The murder of Khashoggi deepened once again
the discussion on governments killing journalists that have criticized them.
Economic developments maintained their gravity; despite the release of US pastor Andrew Brunson
the foreign exchange rate was partially reduced, yet the inflation rate increased. Increasing criticism from
both the opposition and loyalist fronts caused Erdoğan to cancel the economic advisory agreement with
the US based McKinsey & Company. The economic situation adversely affected the media sector, especially by forcing many local newspapers to reduce the number of their pages, not publishing at the weekends or deciding to end their publications.
In the national media, and especially in institutions that were bought by Demirören Holding, many
journalists faced termination on the grounds of “digitalizing”. Vatan, which was part of the Demiören
Media Group, was shut down. With this decision, the 16-year existence of Vatan which started on 4
September 2002, had ended. The decision that would affect the whole media sector would be made at the
end of the month; Yaysat owned by Demirören was going to be shutdown, resulting in Sabah being the
only high circulating publication in existence, which was owned by Turkuvaz Media Group. Many satirical magazines and literature magazines alongside critical journals such as Cumhuriyet and Sözcü started
to wonder how they would reach their readers after Yaysat announced it was shutting down.
Despite its existence only having started in September, changes were made to the administrative
board of Haber Global and as a result people were laid off.
“Accreditation” has become a tool in preventing journalists from practicing their professions and
in October we experienced many examples of this. Galatasaray Sport’s Club canceled journalist Nevzat
Dindar’s accreditation in order to prevent him from attending any of the club’s activities. Minister of
Food, Agriculture and Livestock Bekir Pakdemirli targeted Fox TV for having asked him questions about
meat smuggling and prevented them from attending ministry events on the grounds of “accreditation”.
During the month of October, alongside many academicians and artists, ordinary citizens were tried
and imprisoned on the grounds of “Insulting the President”. Initiatives were made to terminate the immunity of three CHP deputies on the grounds of having “Insulted the President”. According to data published by the Ministry of Internal Affairs, in October 1196 social media accounts were investigated, and
legal proceedings were started against 1007 social media users. According to information obtained from
various sources, the number of jailed journalist that was 174 in September was reduced to 165 in October.
Turkey faced international attention following the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi, and was
criticized for trying and imprisoning journalists, civil society and professional organization representatives. Özgür Krabulut Chairman of the DİSK affiliated trade union Dev Yapı İş was arrested following
protests against the working conditions in the construction site of the new airport in Istanbul, which was
greatly criticized by trade union organizations across the world.
In November, Anka News Agency was added to the list of organizations that decided to shut its
doors due to economic developments affecting the media sector. Founded by journalist Altan Öymen in
1972, Anka News Agency published non-stop until 6 November when it closed down. Despite the right to
its name being sold, controversy surrounds whether or not Anka News Agency that has been run by journalists Veli Özdemir and Nuri Sefa since 2006, will continue its activities.
Many journalists lost their jobs due to Turkuvaz Media Group’s decision to downsize by 50% in
November. Many members of editorial teams, editors, correspondents, columnists, photojournalists and
other media employees working for newspapers that circulated on a national scale such as Sabah, Takvim,
Yeni Asır, Fotomaç, Esguire, Cosmopolitan and Ahaber, lost their jobs.
In the meantime, it was revealed that RTÜK suffered from the economic shrinkage, as well. It was
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reported that RTÜK has not been able to the collect fines it has imposed on radio and TV establishments
over the last few years. According to a report prepared by the Chamber of Accounts, between the years
2013-2017 RTÜK was only able to collect 49.12% of the 196 million 30 thousand 277 Lira fines it was
owed. For the first time since its establishment RTÜK’s expenses exceeded its income, resulting in the
Ministry of Treasury and Finance to transfer it extra funds that amounted to 20 million Turkish Liras.
Doğuş Media Group’s dismissal of Aclan Acar, which it had appointed as Chairman of the Board
in February 2018, also stood out.
In terms of the domestic press, the Press Release Agency (BİK) was called to review advert fees
and solve the problem of imported paper supplies. The policy of “not giving adverts to opposition institutions” reflected on the public. For example, Karar, in a statement, claimed that “those who wanted to
give adverts were prevented from doing so, and the distribution agencies warned them not to submit advertisements”.
It was observed that during November many names including Ece Sevin Öztürk and Eren Erdem
continued to remain imprisoned pending trial. Alongside accusations of terror related crimes, journalists
and ordinary citizens were accused and prosecuted on the grounds of “Insulting the President”. For example, journalist Hüsnü Mahalli was sentenced to four years and one-month imprisonment for making
remarks on a television program that was deemed “insulting to the President and public workers”. According to the data compiled from open sources by the Association of Journalists, the number of imprisoned journalists in November was noted as 159.
In addition to the judicial processes aimed at civil society and professional organizations in terms
of freedom of expression, investigations against different groups such as human rights activists, academics, journalists and artists were initiated in relation to the Gezi protests in summer of 2013. Faculty members Prof. Dr. Betül Tanbay, Acting Dean of the Faculty of Law at Bilgi University Prof. Dr. Turgut
Tarhanlı who were among the 14 people accused of conducting activities for the Anatolian Cultural Foundation which was established by detained businessman Osman Kaval was met with international scrutiny.
The European Union and other institutions called for Turkey to abandon “its freedom restricting judicial
proceedings”. The Open Society Foundation announced that it would terminate its activities in Turkey
having being faced with charges related to the Gezi Park protests.
Although parliamentary speeches are guaranteed immunity constitutionally, it was observed that
many opposition politicians faced prosecution due statements made in the public speeches. 43 reports
against 21 Members of parliament, among them CHP leader Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu, HDP co-leader Pervin
Buldan, and CHP group deputy Özgür Özel, were handed to the Turkish Parliamentary Speaker’s Office.
Another important development in November was the “censorship” attempt made on debates between the government and opposition parties, which was a first. Access to Gazete Duvar’s news article
that contained official transcripts of dialogues between CHP deputies and AKP deputies in the Parliament’s Planning and Budget Commission was blocked. Another article by Gazete Duvar headlined “Is it
constitutional for the President’s son-in-law to sell weapons to the army?” was blocked on November 21,
this action was criticized by CHP for it “censoring oppressing the parliament.
Turkey’s agenda of freedom of expression and of the press in December continued to be defined
by new arrests and prison sentences, and shrinkage, closure and layoffs in the media. The economic situation of the country has resulted in unemployment in the media sector too, as well as increasing fears of
“a single media voice”.
The shortage of official adverts alongside the paper supply crisis due to the increase in the exchange
rates continued to affect local newspapers. Media groups close to the government were observed to have
downsized and resorted to layoffs on the grounds of the situation of the economy. Demitören Media Group
announced it was going to stop printing Vatan newspaper on 1 November but continue to publish it online,
yet the group fired its team in the Istanbul headquarters. It has been claimed that Demirören Media Group
did not grant the same employee personal rights to the 80 journalists it dismissed from Vatan newspaper
as it did for its other employees. Albayrak Media Group decided to downsize in terms of Yeni Şafak and
TVNET which resulted in 40 people being laid-off.
Meanwhile BTK blocked access to Sendika.org for the 62nd time, setting a new record.
As it can be seen in previous months, journalists have continued to face prosecution by being accused of “aiding a subversive organization without being a member of said organization” which has included prominent journalists such as Emin Çölaşan and Necati Doğru.
One of the most significant developments in terms of the profession of journalism in December
was the publication of “the Press Card Regulation” by the Presidential Directorate of Communications.
Following BYEGM being tied to the Presidential Directorate of Communications, conditions of owning
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a “press-card” were changed. The Presidential Directorate of Communications acquiring the right to terminate any journalist’s press-card on the grounds of “activities against state security and public affairs”
was met with lots of criticism. Other convictions that would result in the termination of an individual’s
press-card were “incitement to offend” and “incitement to break the law” which attracted criticism, too.
Furthermore, the fact that only one professional organization selected by the Presidency would be represented in the restructured Press-Card Commission caused the debate to deepen.
In terms of judicial proceedings against journalists, a case in which journalist Murat Güreş from
Gaziantep was imprisoned due to “having insulted the police over social media” but in addition was subject to infringements of his right to elect and be elected, and joining an association, stood out. A district
court ruled that due to Güreş’ social media activity he was legally unfit to be parent to his two children,
which was faced with much criticism.
Turkey’s agenda in terms of “multiple voices in the media” and “opposition broadcasting” in
December was defined by RTÜK issuing massive fines to television channels President Erdoğan targeted
during his public speeches. RTÜK gave hefty fines to Halk TV and FOX TV for “inciting hatred among
the public”.
In terms of freedom of expression, Halk TV was punished by RTÜK for its programme “Halk
Arenası” (the People’s Arena) and the Istanbul Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office launched an investigation
against the artists Metin Akpınar and Müjdat Gezen. The investigation was justified by claiming “Gezen
and Akpınar, on 21 December, insulted the President and threatened him with death during journalist
Uğur Dündar’s show.” Another development that stood out was President Erdoğan targeting TV present
Fatih Portakal, which subsequently resulted in an investigation launched against him and other threatening
activities. In addition, a warrant was issued on behalf of actor Mehmet Ali Alabora in relation to the Gezi
Park protests. Theater actor Levent Üzümcü’s play “This is Your Story” was canceled in Artvin, Hatayİskenderun.
According to the Ministry of Interior’s data: 42.406 social media accounts were investigated and
legal proceedings were started against 18.376 social media users.
According to a compilation of various sources by the PfF, there were 150 journalists in prison as
of the end of December 2018.
T24 writer Ahmet Sever faced four different court cases due to his book “İçimde Kalmasın/
Tanıklığımdır”, Middle East expert Hamide Yiğit was given a seven-month prison sentence for the cover
of her book “AKP’s War in Syria” which were some of the other developments in December. In addition
to these developments journalists faced investigations and prosecution on the grounds of “Insulting the
President”.
Academics who have wanted to exercise their right to freedom of expression were subject to various
proceedings. “We Will Not Be a Part of This Crime” statement made on 10 January 2016 by “The Academicians’ Initiative for Peace” was published with the signatures of 1128 academics, which later increased
to 2212. These academics faced prosecution on the grounds of No.3713 Anti-Terror law by being accused
of “conducting terrorist organization propaganda”. In this context, the number of academics that have
appeared in court between December 2017- 27 December 2018, has been 444.
The Constitutional Court’s “violation of the freedom of press” review of a court decision that restricted access to a news article called “Not hot business relations, but harassment” published on Bianet
12 years ago, shows that despite many difficulties positive developments can happen.
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BİA: Independent Communication Network
BİK: The Press Publicity Department
BMO: Chamber of Computer Engineers
BSM: Center of Independent Cinema
BTK: The Technologies of Information and
Communication Department
BYEGM: The Directorate General of Press and
Information
CİSST: The NGO of Criminal Execution System
CHP: The Republican People’s Party
CKD: Republican Women Association
CNN: Cable News Network
CPJ: Committee to Protect Journalists
ÇGD: Progressive Journalists Association
ÇHD: Progressive Lawyers Association
DBP: The Democratic Territories Party
DEDEF: Dersim Associations Federation
DHA: Demirören Haber Ajansı (Formerly
Doğan News Agency)
DHKP-C: The Party – Front of Revolutionary
People
DİHA: Dicle News Agency
DİSK: Confederation of Progressive Trade Unions of Turkey
DJU: German Federation of Journalists
(Deutscher Journalistenverband)
DMD: Diplomacy Correspondents Association
DW: Deutsche Welle
EBU: The European Broadcasting Union
EC: The European Council
ECHR: European Court of Human Rights
ECOSOC: United Nations Economic and Social
Council
EFJ: European Federation of Journalists
EJ: European Journalists Association
EMEP: The Labour Party
EMO: Chamber of Electricity Engineers
EP: European Parliament
ESB: Access Suppliers Union
ESP: The Socialist Party of Oppressed
ETHA: Efficient News Agency
EU: European Union
FETÖ: Fethullah Terror Organization
FKF: Federation of Idea Clubs

FNST: Friedrich Naumann Foundation
GC: Journalists Association (Ankara)
HDK: The People’s Democratic Congress
HDP: The People’s Democratic Party
HKP: The People’s Salvation Party
HRW: Human Rights Watch
HSYK: The High Council of Judges and Public
Prosecutors
IFJ: International Federation of Journalists
ILO: International Labour Organization
ITUC: International Trade Union Confederation
IPI: International Press Institute
IŞİD / ISIS: Islamic State of Iraq and Syria
IWMF: International Women's Media Foundation
İGC: Izmir Journalists Association
İHA: Ihlas News Agency
İHD: Human Rights Association
İHH: The Foundation for Human Rights and
Freedoms and Humanitarian Relief
İSİG: Assembly of Workers Health and Business
Security
İTÜ: Istanbul Technical University
KADEM: Women and Democracy Association
KCK: Kurdistan Societies Union (Koma Civakên Kurdistan)
KESK: Confederation of Public Employees
Trade Union
KHK: Legislative Decree
KKTC: Turkish Rebuplic of Northern Cyprus
KRT: Culture Radio TV
KTGB: Cyprus Turkish Journalists Union
LGBTİ+: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, Intersex
MA: Mesopotamia Agency
MASAK: The Financial Crimes Investigation
Board
MAZLUMDER: The Association for Human
Rights and Solidarity for the Oppressed
MEB: National Education Ministry
MGK: National Security Council
MHP: The Nationalist Movement Party
MİT: National Intelligence Service
MLSA: Media and Law Studies Association
NATO: North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NPC: National Press Club
ODTÜ /METU: Middle East Technical University
OHAL: State of emergency
OIS: Open Society Institute
ONO: Organization of News Ombudsmen and
Standards Editors
ÖGC: Free Journalists Association
ÖGİ: Free Journalists Initiative
ÖDP: The Freedom and Solidary Party
ÖHP: Liberalist Legists Platform
ÖiB: Press for Freedom
PACE: Parliamentary Assembly of the Council
of Europe
PDY: Parallel State Organization
PEN: International Association of Poets, Playwrights, Editors, Essayists and Novelists

PKK: Kurdistan Workers’ Party (Partiya
Karkerên Kurdistanê)
PM: Party Assembly
PMD: Parliament Reporters’ Association
PSAKD: Pir Sultan Abdal Cultural Association
PYD: Democratic Union Party - Syria (Partiya
Yekîtiya Demokrat)
RSF: Reporters Without Borders
RTÜK: The High Council of Radio and Television
SCF: Stockholm Center for Freedom
SEGBİS: Voice and Display Information System
SODAP: Socialist Solidarity Platform
SP: The Felicity Party
STK: Non-govermental organization
TAZ: DieTageszeitung
TBB: Union of Turkish Bar Associations
TBMM: The Grand National Assembly of Turkey
TDK: Turkish Language Department
TEM: Fight Against Terrorism Department
TGC: Journalists Association of Turkey
TGK: Confederation of Journalists of Turkey
TGRT: Turkey Newspaper Radio TV
TGS: Union of Journalists of Turkey
TİB: Telecommunication Communication Department
TİHV: The Human Rights Foundation of Turkey
TİP: The Workers Party of Turkey
TJA: Free Women Movement (Tevgera Jınen
Azad)
TKH: The Communist Movement of Turkey
TKP: Turkey Communist Party
TMMOB: Union of Chambers of Turkish Engineers and Architects
TMSF: Savings Deposit Insurance Fund of Turkey
TRT: Radio and TV Department of Turkey
TSK: Turkish Military
TTB: Turkish Medical Association
TUGADER: Tuzla Journalists Association
TÜBİTAK: The Scientific and Technological
Research Council of Turkey
TÜİK: Statistic Department of Turkey
TÜRGEV: Youth and Serve to Education Foundation of Turkey
TYB: Turkish Publishers Association
TYS: Writers Syndicate of Turkey
UAÖ: Amnesty International
UMED: International Media Information Association
UNESCO: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
USOM: National Intervention of Syber Incidents
VP: The Patriotic Party
VPN: Virtual Private Network
YARSAV: Judges and Public Prosecutors Union
YÖK: The Council of Higher Education of Turkey
YPG: People’s Protection Units in Syria
(Yekîneyên Parastina Gel)
YSK: The Supreme Election Council of Turkey

